SEND
Approved Provider List
Educational Psychology
Dr. Angie Wigford, Educational Psychologist
Angie is the Lead Educational Psychologist for IEPS: International Educational Psychology Services
which provides British-style educational psychology services specifically to international schools.
Angie is passionate about promoting emotional wellbeing and inclusion in the international schools
sector. To this end she conducts research, provides training, develops materials and gives talks at
conferences.

Dr. Karen, Educational Psychologist
Karen is an experienced and highly regarded Chartered Child and Educational Psychologist. She has worked with
both UK local authorities and private independent schools within the Middle East.
As Clinical Director of Plumanicca Psychology, Karen specialises in supporting children with additional needs
(children of determination). In particular, Karen focuses on assessment and early intervention to enable full inclusion
and a positive impact on learning progress.

Speech and Language Therapy
Jazz Bumbra, Speech and Language Therapist
Jazz is a UK trained Speech and Language Therapist with eight years of experience. She has
worked with children with a wide range of speech and language difficulties in mainstream schools,
special educational needs schools, hospitals, and early intervention clinics internationally. Jazz is
passionate about providing all children with a voice, and values collaborative working with parents and
professionals to ensure that children with communication and speech difficulties are able to make the
best possible progress in their learning.

Occupational Therapy
Adam Griffin, Occupational Therapist, Autism Rocks
Adam Griffin is the Head of Occupational Therapy at Autism Rocks Support Center in Dubai
Healthcare City. Since coming to Dubai 5 years ago Adam has been instrumental in establishing
developmental, educational, and vocational support services here in the UAE as well as providing the
highest standard of care for 100’s of families he has worked with. Adam has collaborated with many
schools in the region to ensure each educator feels confident that they have all the tools they need
and support their students learning and development.

Senior Leadership, SENCO and In-School Support
Louise Dawson, School and Parent Inclusion Support
Louise Dawson is a leading Inclusionist and advocate for young people with additional needs across
the region. Louise has support hundreds of schools and thousands of children across the world. Living
in Dubai for ten years, Louise has trained Senior Leaders, SENCos, teachers and LSAs in Kuwait,
Bahrain, Qatar, Oman, Saudi Arabia and Egypt. Louise is an experienced teacher of mainstream and
additional needs. She is also a qualified NASENCo, Specialist Assessor and Member of the British
Psychological Society. Louise’s skill set is varied and whilst able to work hands-on with children,
her specialism is in training and ensuring the implementation of high-quality provision for children
in schools, creating specialist provisions, preparation for inspection, and auditing of needs and
provisions.

